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Abstract
Eclipsing binaries (EBs) provide a complete determination of their physical and orbital parameters when photometric and spectroscopic data are combined. Detached EBs also give the most precise ways to measure 
their fundamental properties, as mass and radius, without the use of stellar evolutionary models. The majority of short-period low-mass eclipsing binaries from the literature present measured stellar radii that
are usually 5 to 10% bigger than the expected values when compared to stellar models. This inflation trend is known as the radius anomaly of low-mass stars. We have characterized five short-period low-mass
eclipsing binaries from the WFCAM Transit Survey (WTS). Photometric WFCAM J-mag data and additional low- and intermediate-resolution spectroscopic data were analyzed to obtain both orbital and physical
properties of the studied systems. We modeled simultaneously light curves and radial velocity shifts with the JKTEBOP code, and performed MCMC simulations for the error estimates. The best-model fit have
revealed that these detached binaries are in very close orbits, with short orbital periods of less than 2 days. The components of these systems have stellar masses between 0.24 and 0.72 Msun and radii ranging
from 0.42 to 0.67 Rsun. The great majority of the low-mass stars in our sample has derived radii distant from the values predicted by evolutionary models, with an estimated radius inflation of 9% or more.

Discussion
We have observed a radius anomaly in the majority of the components of the studied LMEB systems, where the measured radius is greater than the value estimated from evolutionary models. The components with
derived masses of less than 0.6 Msun present a radius inflation greater than 9%. This result supports the idea of a global trend of inflation of around 8% for partially-radiative stars (M > 0.35 Msun), as discussed
by Knigge et al. (2011), for low-mass stars in close detached low-mass binary systems. Such short-period systems should be synchronized and circularized (Zahn 1977) and, according to Chabrier et al. (2007), this
would enhance their magnetic activity enhancement and reduced the convective efficiency, leading to more inflated stars. This hypothesis is supported by observed Hα and X-ray emission. The systems presented
here, which results are fully published in Cruz et al. (2018), add to the increasing sample of low-mass stars that are not explained by present stellar models. They highlight the importance of new studies on the
role of magnetic activity in cool stars and the need for a greater sample of model-independent well-characterized LMEBs.

WTS: WFCAM Transit Survey
WTS was a survey awarded with 200 nights (and extended) with the Wide Field Camera (WFCAM) on the 4m UK Infrared Telescope
(UKIRT) to search for planets via the transit method at infrared wavelengths. As a secondary outcome, a fine number of light curves
of low-mass EBs was discovered with short periods of less than 5 days (Birkby et al. 2012). We have solved 5 low-mass eclipsing binary
(LMEB) systems, with orbital period of less than 2 days, by modeling light curves and radial velocity shifts.

Characterizing the LMEB components

First approach: Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) fitting
using VOSA (Bayo et al. 2008), considering filters SDSS ugriz,
WFCAM ZYJHK, 2MASS JHKs, and WISE W1 W2. 
Second approach: analyzing low-resolution spectra obtained
with TWIN/3.5m-telescope from Calar Alto Observatory.

Spectral indices considered:
 – Ratio A: 7020-7050 / 6960-6990 (Kirkpatrick et al. 1991)
 – TiO-a: 7033-7048 / 7058-7073 (Kirkpatrick et al. 1999)
 – R-TiO: 7485-7515 / 7120-7150 (Aberasturi et al. 2014)
Using 58 templates (Leggett et al. 2000; Cruz & Reid 2002).
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Modeling Photometric and Spectroscopic Data
We used the JKTEBOP code (Southworth et al. 2004, 2013)  to
analyze the photometric (LCs) and spectroscopic data (RVs)
simultaneously to obtain an unique solution for each EB system.

Solving the 5 LMEB systems
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Radial Velocity Data
We also acquired intermediated resolution (R~10000) spectra
with the TWIN/3.5m-telescope in order to measure radial
velocity (RV) shifts. The RVs were obtained using the Hα
emission line via Fourier cross-correlation with IRAF's FXCOR. 

Results

The Mass-Radius Diagram

Our well-characterized EBs:
– 17h-4-01429A and 17h-4-01429B have an estimated radius
inflation of around 9.4 and 9.9% when compared to the 5 Gyr
model.
– 19f-4-05194A and 19f-4-05194B where we estimated 31.1 and
17.2% inflation. Similar to KELTJ041621-620046 (Lubin et al. 2017) 
that seems to have such radius anomaly, which are 28 and 17%
inflated, respectively.

Despite radius uncertainties:
– 17e-3-02003A and B also present inflation of 8.6 and 12.5%,
respectively.
– EB 19c-3-08647 is the less massive binary, and yet with the
most inflated components in our sample, with 33.6 and 68.6% of
inflation. Nevertheless, this EB seems to be a much younger
system (~40 Myr), which would justify the observed inflation.
– The most massive binary in the sample is less or possibly not
inflated. 19g-2-08064A does not show any inflation when
compared to the 1 Gyr model, and 19g-2-08064B is only 6%
inflated.

The great majority of the LMEB components has an estimated
radius far from the predicted values according to evolutionary
models, where the studied low-mass stars seem to be
significantly inflated. 
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